Welcome to a guided tour of Very Short Introductions (VSI). Please click the forward arrows to advance to the next section or click on a topic in the left-hand table of contents to skip ahead. Revisit the previous section by clicking the back arrow.
A short introduction to Very Short Introductions

*The perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly ...*

*Very Short Introductions* provide concise, intelligent introductions to a diverse range of subject areas. All titles are written by experts in their field who combine facts, analysis, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make challenging topics highly readable.

**Hundreds of Very Short Introductions now online**

*Available for institutional subscription ...*

By using *Very Short Introductions* online, scholars and students can read OUP's premier publishing series in an easily discoverable and accessible format and can open up many new research journeys.

You will need to have access through an institution in order to use all the features available on the site, and read the full text of each book. Librarians can find out [how to subscribe](#) and faculty, students, and researchers can complete our [librarian recommendation form](#).
Discover links to informational pages throughout the site.

Join the VSI Facebook group for all the latest news, blog posts, videos, and more.

Information updates are available in the News area and as an RSS feed.
Open the subject browse panel by clicking on **Browse by subject**. Click a subject to show all the books on that topic.

Choose “unlocked” to show only the books you have access to.

Download a complete list of books in each subject collection or subscribe to subject specific RSS feeds.
Use **quick search** to find exactly what you are looking for.

Narrow your choices to get straight into content.

Choose to view results by chapter or by book.

Clearly find where in the text your search term appears.
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Jump to other chapters using the clickable table of contents.

Free abstracts at book and chapter level.

Easily share content using integrated tools, including social bookmarking and email.
Your library's subscription gives you access to the content, but you can also create a **personal profile** that lets you save and annotate VSI content. This allows you to:

- Set up a reading list
- Take notes as you read
- Save searches, books, and chapters

Click “Create” to set up a personal profile, or “Sign in” to access your area.
Access saved content and searches from any screen.

- View recent activity in the **Most Recent** tab
- View links to saved chapters and books in the **My Content** tab
- View links to saved searches in the **My Searches** tab
- See all your annotations, and the texts you've highlighted, in the **My Annotations** tab
- Change your account password in the **My Account** tab
Thank you!

General Information

- Still have questions? Please visit our Frequently Asked Questions or read the extensive help pages.

- For questions about Oxford University Press or its publications, please visit our website at global.oup.com

- For questions about Very Short Introductions, or its content, do not hesitate to contact us

Pricing and Access Information

- Very Short Introductions is available by annual subscription to libraries and institutions worldwide – find out how to subscribe.

- Faculty, students, and researchers can complete our librarian recommendation form.